Localization of gamma-tubulin and cyclin B during early cleavage in physiologically polyspermic newt eggs.
To understand the mechanism of the very slow block to polyspermy in physiologically polyspermic eggs of the newt Cynops pyrrhogaster, we used confocal laser microscopy to determine the distribution of gamma-tubulin and cyclin B1 in fertilized eggs. More gamma-tubulin was localized in the animal hemisphere than in the vegetal. The centrosomes of the principal sperm nucleus and the zygote nucleus had much accumulated gamma-tubulin, but little gamma-tubulin was associated with the centrosomes of the accessory sperm nuclei. These results are consistent with observations that the largest sperm aster is associated with the principal sperm nucleus. More cyclin B1 appeared in the animal hemisphere than in the vegetal at the end of interphase. The zygote nucleus had much accumulated cyclin B1, but little cyclin B1 was associated with the accessory sperm nuclei. Cyclin B1 disappeared earlier around the zygote nucleus at metaphase than around the accessory sperm nuclei. These findings correspond well with the earlier entry and exit into metaphase in the zygote nucleus than in the accessory sperm nuclei in newt eggs, supporting our maturation-promoting factor (MPF) model that accounts for the mechanism of nuclear degeneration in physiologically polyspermic eggs. Cyclin B1 began to accumulate in the nucleus during interphase in synchronous cleavage, and its greatest expression was in the centrosomes and the nucleus at prometaphase.